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A self-conformal measure is a measure invariant under a set of conformal
mappings. In this paper we describe the local structure of self-conformal measures.
For such a measure we divide its support into sets of fixed local dimension and give
a formula for the Hausdorff and packing dimensions of these sets. Moreover, we
compute the generalized dimensions of the self-conformal measure. Q 1997
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years many papers on multifractal measures appeared. Most
of these papers dealt with self-similar and self-affine measures.
A self-similar set is a set J satisfying
N
J s S J ,D i
is1
where S , . . . , S are contractive similarities. It is well known see1 N
w x.Hutchinson 8 , that, given a family of such mappings, there is a unique
compact set J with this property. The Hausdorff dimension D of this set0
 .may be expressed in terms of the Lipschitz constants similarity ratios
Lip S , . . . , Lip S of S , . . . , S . If the open set condition is satisfied, it is1 N 1 N
the unique solution of the equation
N
D 0Lip S s 1. . i
is1
 .Rather than sets, one may consider measures on these sets. Let p , . . . , p1 N
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supp w s J and
N
y1w s p w (S . i i
is1
This measure is called the self-similar measure. In general, the Hausdorff
dimension D of this measure is less than the Hausdorff dimension D of1 0
w xJ. Under the strong separation condition Geronimo and Hardin 6
showed that
N p log pis1 i i
D s .1 N p log Lip Sis1 i i
Moreover, the local dimension of w at x,
log wB x , r .
dim w , x s lim , .
log rr x0
exists and equals D at w-almost all x g J.1
The multifractal formalism investigates which numbers a may occur as
local dimensions and how large in the sense of Hausdorff and packing
.dimensions are the sets J of points with local dimension a .a
The first paper that answered this question was by Cawley and Mauldin
w x4 . Under the strong separation condition the local dimension varies in an
 .  .interval a , a and the multifractal spectrums f a s dim J andmin max a
 .F a s Dim J are equal and a concave function which may be expresseda
in terms of p , . . . , p and Lip S , . . . , Lip S .1 N 1 N
w xLater on, Olsen 12 generalized this formula to graph directed self-simi-
w xlar measures, Lau and Ngai 10 weakened the strong separation condition
w x  .by the weak separation condition, and in 1 only the strong open set
w x w x w xcondition is assumed. In Falconer 5 , in Olsen 12 , and in 1 also the case
of random self-similar measures is treated.
w xIn the case the similarities are replaced by affine mappings, Riedi 15
w xand Olsen 13 got some results in very special cases.
If we allow the S , . . . , S to be conformal mappings, the resulting set J1 N
is called the self-conformal set and the measure w is called the self-confor-
w xmal measure. In this case Bedford 2 showed, that the Hausdorff dimen-
 .sion D of J satisfies P D ? g s 0, where P denotes pressure and g is0 0
 . < X y1 .. < defined by g x s log S S x for x g S J using symbolic dynamics, gi i i
. w xmay be defined uniquely . Mauldin and Urbanski 11 generalized thisÂ
result to the case of infinitely many mappings S .i
The present paper investigates the multifractal spectrum of the self-con-
formal measure w. The case of two mappings S , S on the real line1 2
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w xsatisfying the strong separation condition was already treated by Rand 14 .
w xLater on, King and Geronimo 9 generalized this result to attractors of
recurrent iterated function systems in Ru assuming the strong separation
 .condition. In our paper we need only the weaker strong open set
 .condition to get the following result: There is an interval a , a , suchmin max
that the multifractal spectrum is a concave function on it. To get an
 .  .expression of it consider the function q, b ¬ P b ? g q q ? h , where g is
 .as above and h x s p if x g S J. Then, for each q there is a uniquei i
 .   . .b q such that P b q ? g q q ? h s 0. The multifractal spectrum is the
Legendre transform of the function b.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the definition of
self-conformal measure and some useful properties of it. In Section 3 we
investigate the pressure function and equilibrium measures. These mea-
sures are concentrated on sets with fixed local dimension. The proof of the
formula for the multifractal spectrum is given in Section 4. Finally, we
compute in Section 5 the generalized dimensions of the self-conformal
measure.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let M be a d-dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold and U ; M be
open and connected. Further, let K ; U be a compact set with int Ks K.
 .Denote by d ?, ? the Riemannian metric in M.
We are given a positive integer N G 2, N mappings S , . . . , S : U ª U,1 N
 .and N numbers p , . . . , p g 0, 1 .1 N
 .We say I s S , . . . , S ; p , . . . , p is a conformal iterated function1 N 1 N
system, if:
 .  . 1qgI S : U ª S U ; U is a conformal C diffeomorphism, withi i
0 - l - 1, for all i s 1, . . . , N.
 .  .  .  .II S int K ; int K and S int K l S int K s B for all i, j si i j
1, . . . , N, i / j.
 . < X . <III 0 - S x - 1 for all i s 1, . . . , N and all x g U.i
 . NIV  p s 1.is1 i
 .Assumption II is known as the open set condition OSC .
Since M is a Riemannian manifold we can find an open and connected
set U such that U is compact and K ; U ; U ; U. Therefore there are1 1 1 1
< X . <numbers 0 - r F r - 1 such that r F S x F r for all i smin max min i max
1, . . . , N and all x g U . Let V ; U be open such that V is compact and1 1
II is satisfied with V instead of U and such that K ; V. Such a set exists by
 .II and III. Take, for instance, a suitable parallel set of K. For f : V ª V
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5 X 5 < X . <  4denote f s sup f x . Further, write p s min p : i s 1, . . . , Nx g V min i
 4and p s max p : i s 1, . . . , N .max i
In this paper we often make use of symbolic dynamics. Define the code
 4Nspace S s 1, . . . , N . Let us introduce the following notations: S sn
 4n `1, . . . , N , n g N, and S# s D S . For t g S# and s g S j S#ns0 n
write t $ s if there is a sequence s X g S j S# with s s ts X. Define the
w x  4cylinder sets t s s g S: t $ s for t g S#. These sets form a basis for
< <the open sets in S. Denote by t s n for t g S the length of t and writen
<  .t m s t , . . . , t for t g S with n G m or t g S. Finally, define opera-1 m n
tors
T : S ª S , T s , s , . . . s s , s , . . . .  .1 2 2 3
and
D : S j S# ª S j S#, D s s tst t
for t g S#. For brevity write S s S ( ??? (S , p s p ??? p , and K st t t t t t t1 n 1 n
 .  .S K for t s t , . . . , t g S#.t 1 n
The conformal iterated function system fulfills the so-called bounded
 .distortion property BDP , as the next lemma shows.
LEMMA 2.1. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then there
exists a constant C G 1 such that
X XS x F C S y .  .t t
for all x, y g U and all t g S#.1
Proof.
w x  .1. For a path t: 0, 1 ª M let L t denote the length of t. Define
the metric
X w xd x , y s inf L t : t : 0, 1 ª U is a path with t 0 s x , t 1 s y 4 .  .  .  .
for all x, y g U . We will show that d and dX are equivalent on U . d F dX1 1
is obvious. Write
DX s sup dX x , y : x , y g U 4 . 1
X X  .for the diameter of U in the d metric and h s dist U , ­U . Let1 1
w x  .  .x, y g U and choose a path t: 0, 1 ª M with t 0 s x and t 1 s y.1
w x.  . X .Case 1. t 0, 1 ; U. Then L t G d x, y .
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w x.  . w ..Case 2. t 0, 1 o U. Then there is an s g 0, 1 such that t 0, s ; U
 . <and t s g ­U. Write t s t . Thenw0, s x1
L t G L t G dist U , ­U G dX x , y hXrDX . .  .  .  .1 1
X .  .Consequently, d x, y F k d x, y for all x, y g U with k s1 1 1
 X X.max 1, D rh .
2. Let t g S# and x, y g U . Then1
5 X 5 X 5 X 5d S x , S y F S d x , y F k S d x , y . .  .  .  . .t t t 1 t
3. Since the S are C1qg diffeomorphisms, there is a constant ki 2
such that
gX XS x y S y F k d x , y .  .  .i i 2
for all x, y g U and all i s 1, . . . , N. Hence,1
gX X y1log S x y log S y F k r d x , y . .  .  .i i 2 min
 .  .Let t s t , . . . , t g S and write x s S ( ??? (S x and y s1 n n k t t kkq 1 n
 .S ( ??? (S y . By Statement 2,t tkq 1 n
d x , y F k r nykd x , y F k r nyk diam U . .  .k k 1 max 1 max 1
By the product rule,
X Xlog S x y log S y .  .t t
n
X XF log S x y log S y .  . t k t kk k
ks1
n
gy1F k r d x , y . 2 min k k
ks1
n
gy1 g g nyk .F k r k r diam U . 2 min 1 max 1
ks1
g y1g y1 gF k k r diam U 1 y r .  .1 2 min 1 max
and the assertion follows.
LEMMA 2.2. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then there is
Äa constant C G C such that
Äy1 X Ä X5 5 5 5C S d x , y F d S x , S y F C S d x , y .  .  .  . .t t t t
for all x, y g V and all t g S#.
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Proof.
1. Define the metric
Ä w xd x , y s inf L t : t : 0, 1 ª U is a path with t 0 s x , t 1 s y 4 .  .  .  .1
for x, y g V. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.1 we can show that d
Äand d are equivalent, i.e., there is a constant k such that3
Äd x , y F d x , y F k d x , y .  .  .3
for all x, y g V.
2. Let t g S# and x, y g U . Then1
X Ä X5 5 5 5d S x , S y F S d x , y F S k d x , y , .  .  .  . .t t t t 3
proving the second inequality.
y1 5 X 5 5 X .y1 5y13. Let t g S#. By Lemma 2.1 we have C S F S Ft t
5 X 5 w xC S for all t g S#. Let x, y g V and let t: 0, 1 ª M be a patht
 .  .connecting S x and S y .t t
w x.  . Ä ÄCase 1. t 0, 1 ; S U . Then t s S ( t, where t is a path connectingt 1 t
w x.Äx and y, and t 0, 1 ; U . Then, clearly,1
y1y1X Xy1 5 5ÄL t G S L t G C S d x , y . .  .  .  .t t
w x.  .  .Case 2. t 0, 1 o S U . Then there exists a number s g 0, 1 sucht 1
w ..  .  .  . < Äthat t 0, s ; S U and t s g ­S U . Let t s t . Then t s S ( tw0, s xt 1 t 1 1 1 t 1
Äwith t as a path connecting x with ­U . Hence1 1
L t G L t .  .1
y1y1X ÄG X L t .  .t 1
y1 5 X 5G C S dist V , ­U .t 1
y1 5 X 5G C S d x , y dist V , ­U rdiam V . .  .t 1
This shows the first inequality, completing the proof.
By means of this lemma we are able to estimate the size of the sets K .t
COROLLARY 2.3. Let I be a conformal iterated function system and
t g S#.
 .i If B ; V, then
Äy1 X Ä X5 5 5 5C S diam B F diam S B F C S diam B.t t t
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In particular,
Äy1 X Ä X5 5 5 5C S diam K F diam K F C S diam K .t t t
 .  .ii If x g V and r ) 0 with B x, r ; V, then
Äy1 X Ä X5 5 5 5B S x , C S r ; S B x , r ; B S x , C S r . .  .  . .  .t t t t t
w xBy Hutchinson 8 there is a unique compact set J with
N
J s S J .D i
is1
and a unique probability measure w on K satisfying
N
y1w s p w (S . i i
is1
Moreover, supp w s J. We call the set J the self-conformal set associated
 .to the conformal iterated function system I s S , . . . , S ; p , . . . , p1 N 1 N
and the measure w the self-conformal measure associated to I.
Now, define a mapping p : S ª K by
p s s lim S x , .  .s < n 0
nª`
where x g K is an arbitrary point. It is easy to see that the limit exists0
and does not depend on x g K. The mapping p is a continuous mapping;0
in particular, it is measurable. One easily checks S (p s p (D for alli i
 .i s 1, . . . , N. Therefore the uniqueness of J implies J s p S .
Define a measure c on S by
` N
c s p d ,m  i i /ns0 is1
the product measure of N p d on S. By definition, it satisfies theis1 i i
invariance
N
y1c s p c (D . i i
is1
Translating this to the measure c (py1 we see that c (py1 is self-con-
formal. By uniqueness of the self-conformal measure it coincides with w,
w s c (py1.
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We call a subset G ; S# a stopping, if for any s g S there is a unique
t g G with t $ s . The self-conformality of w turns over to
w s p w (Sy1 t t
tgG
for all stoppings G.
In the proofs we often use special stoppings G defined byr
5 X 5 5 X 5G s t g S#: S - r F S 4r t t 5t <y1
Ä Ä .for r g 0, 1 and G s G for 0 - r - C diam K. In the latterÄr rrC diam K .
Ä Ä .case, K ; B x, r for all x g K , all t g G , and all r - C diam K.t t r
w xThe following lemma is an analogue of 8, 5.3.1 and may be proved by
volume estimating.
LEMMA 2.4. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then there is
a constant c ) 0 such that the number of elements t g G , as well as the1 r
Ä  .number of elements t g G , with K l B x, r / B is bounded by c , indepen-r t 1
dent of r ) 0 and of x g V.
 .In the following we need also the strong open set condition SOSC . A
conformal iterated function system I satisfies the strong open set condition
if int K l J / B.
3. PRESSURE AND EQUILIBRIUM MEASURES
In this section we define functions describing the multifractal structure
of the set J. First, define
q 5 X 5 bZ q , b s p S . n t t
tgSn
for n g N. By Lemma 2.1,
y1 5 X 5 5 X 5 5 X 5 5 X 5 5 X 5C p S p S F p S F p S p St t s s ts ts t t s s
holds for all s , t g S#. Writing
C b , if b G 0, b .C s  1, if b - 0,
y b .  b .y1and C s C we get
y b . q 5 X 5 b q 5 X 5 b q 5 X 5 b yb . q 5 X 5 b q 5 X 5 bC p S p S F p S F C p S p St t s s ts ts t t s s
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for all s , t g S# and, hence,
Cy b .Z q , b Z q , b F Z q , b F C yb .Z q , b Z q , b 1 .  .  .  .  .  .n m nqm n m
for all n, m g N and all q, b g R.
LEMMA 3.1. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then
1
Q q , b s lim log Z q , b .  .nnnª`
exists for all q, b g R. Moreo¨er:
 .  .i Q q, ? is strictly decreasing with
lim Q q , b s y`, lim Q q , b s ` .  .
bª` bªy`
for all q g R.
 .  .ii Q ?, b is strictly decreasing with
lim Q q , b s y`, lim Q q , b s ` .  .
qª` qªy`
for all b g R.
 . 2iii Q: R ª R is con¨ex.
Proof.
 .Case 1. b G 0. By 1 ,
Z q , b F Z q , b Z q , b .  .  .nqm n m
for all m, n g N. This, together with
1
yblog Z q , b G log C q log Z q , b , .  .n 1n
 .  . 4implies that the limit exists and equals inf 1rn log Z q, b : n g N .n
 .Case 2. b - 0. Here, by 1 ,
Z q , b G Z q , b Z q , b . .  .  .nqm n m
Since
1
yblog Z q , b F log C q log Z q , b , .  .n 1n
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 .  .this assures the existence of the limit, which equals sup 1rn log Z q, b :n
4n g N .
ÄnbÄ Ä .  .  .i Let b g R and b ) 0. Then Z q, b q b F r Z q, b andn max n
hence
Ä ÄQ q , b q b F Q q , b q b log r . 2 .  . . max
 .Since log r - 0 this shows that Q q, ? is strictly decreasing.max
Ä Ä .  .  .Using 2 for b s 0 we get Q q, b F Q q, 0 q b log r ª y` asmax
Ä Ä .  .  .b ª `. The equation 2 with b s yb yields Q q, b G Q q, 0 q
b log r ª ` as b ª y`.max
 .  .  .ii The proof of ii is analogous to the proof of i .
 .iii By Holder's inequality,È
ÄZ a q q 1 y a q , ab q 1 y a b .  .Ä .n
a 1yaÄb bX Xq qÄ5 5 5 5s p S p S .  .t t t t
tgSn
a 1ya
Äb bX Xq qÄ5 5 5 5F p S p S t t t t /  /
tgS tgSn n
1yaa Äs Z q , b Z q , b . Ä .n n
for 0 F a F 1, which implies
Ä ÄQ a q q 1 y a q , ab q 1 y a b F a Q q , b q 1 y a Q q , b , .  .  .  .Ä Ä . .
completing the proof.
 .Hence, for each q g R there is a unique b s b q g R such that
  ..Q q, b q s 0. The next lemma collects some properties of the function
b : R ª R.
LEMMA 3.2.
 .i b is strictly decreasing.
 .  .  .ii lim b q s y`, lim b q s `.q ª` q ªy`
 .iii b is con¨ex.
Proof.
 .i By Lemma 3.1 we have for all « ) 0,
Q q q « , b q q « s 0 s Q q , b q ) Q q q « , b q . .  .  . .  .  .
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 .  .The monotony of Q now implies b q q « - b q .
 .  .ii Assume lim sup b q s b ) y`. Since b is decreasing,q ª` 0
 .  .   ..b - b q for all q g R. By monotony of Q we get Q q, b ) Q q, b q0 0
 .s 0 and hence lim inf Q q, b G 0, being a contradiction to Lemmaq ª` 0
 .3.1 iii .
 .Analogously the case lim b q s ` is treated.q ªy`
 .iii Since Q is convex, we have
Q a q q 1 y a r , ab q q 1 y a b r .  .  .  . .
F a Q q , b q q 1 y a Q r , b r .  .  . .  .
s 0
s Q a q q 1 y a r , b a q q 1 y a r . .  . . .
 .   . .However, Q q, ? is strictly decreasing implying b a q q 1 y a r FÄ
 .  .  .ab q q 1 y a b r .
Using thermodynamics we construct new measures. They are related to
the multifractal decomposition.
LEMMA 3.3. Let q g R. Then there exist a unique T-in¨ariant ergodic
measure c on S and a constant C such thatq q
y1 q 5 X 5 b q. q 5 X 5 b q.w xC p S F c t F C p Sq t t q q t t
for all t g S#.
Proof. For the proof we use some facts from the thermodynamic
formalism. Given a continuous function f : S ª R the topological pressure
of f is defined by
P f s sup h n q f dn : n is T-invariant , .  . H 5
 .where h n denotes the entropy of the measure n . We take the function
 .b qXqf : S ª R, f s s log p S p Ts . .  . .q q s s /1 1
 . g n  4Introducing a metric d s , t s r , where n s min k g N: s / t , wemax i i
< X <see, that the Holder continuity of S implies Lipschitz continuity of f . ByÈ t q
w x  .   ..3 then P f s Q q, b q s 0 and there exists a unique equilibriumq
measure for this function. Moreover, it coincides with the Gibbs measure,
which has the desired properties.
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We call the measure c the q-equilibrium measure for the conformalq
iterated function system I.
In the following let c be the q-equilibrium measure. Define theq
measure w s c (py1 on J. It is easy to see that c s c and w s w.q q 1 1
An easy consequence of this lemma is the following.
COROLLARY 3.4
 .i If G is a stopping, then
y1 q 5 X 5 b q.C F p S F C .q t t q
tgG
Ä .ii There exists a constant C such thatq
Äy1 Äw x w x w x w x w xC c t c h F c th F C c t c hq q q q q q q
for all t , h g S#.
Now we are ready to prove a useful property of the function b. Define
Xl q s log S p Ts c ds , .  .  . .H s q1
h q s log p c ds , .  .H s q1
h q .
a q s .
l q .
for q g R.
X .  .LEMMA 3.5. b is differentiable with b q s ya q .
w xProof. By Ruelle 16, 5.27 , the pressure P is real analytic and
 .  . < drds P f q sg s Hg dm, where m is the equilibrium measure of f cf.ss0
w x.  .16, p. 99 . Using this for the functions f s f and g s s log p ,q s1
 . < X   .. <respectively, g s s log S p Ts , we gets1
­
Q q , b q s h q , .  . .
­ q
­
Q q , b q s l q , .  . .
­b
X .  .and hence b q s ya q .
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The multifractal spectrum is related to the Legendre transform of b
defined by
b U a s inf qa q b q : q g R . 4 .  .
Since b is differentiable and convex, an easy computation shows that
b U a q s qa q q b q .  .  . .
for all q g R.
4. THE MULTIFRACTAL SPECTRUM
In this section we compute the multifractal spectrum of the measure w.
Consider the sets of points with local dimension a,
log w B x , r . .
J s x g J: lim s aa  5log rrª0
for a g R. Let dim denote Hausdorff dimension and Dim denote packing
  . 4   . 4dimension. Write a s inf a q : q g R and a s sup a q : q g R .min max
LEMMA 4.1. Let I be a conformal iterated function system.
 . w x U  .i If a g a , a , then Dim J F b a .min max a
 . w xii If a f a , a , then J s B.min max a
 .  .iii Dim J F b 0 .
 . U  .   . 4Proof. i Recall b a s inf aq q b q : q g R . Let « ) 0 and r -
1r2 and define
J s x g J: r naq« . F w B x , r n F r nay« . for all n G m 4 . .a , m
for m g N. Then J ; D` J .a ms1 a, m
 .  . mLet B x , r , B x , r , . . . be a r packing of J . For i g N choose1 1 2 2 a, m
ni niy1  ni.  .n g N such that r F r - r . Then n G m and B x , r ; B x , ri i i i i i
 niy1 .  n1.  n2 .; B x , r . Hence, the sequence B x , r , B x , r , . . . contains ofi 1 2
disjoint sets.
 .1. Let q G 0 and write b s b q . Then, by Lemma 2.4,
w B x , r F c max r : t g G , K l B x , r / B 4 .  . . 1 t r t
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 . nfor all n g N and all x g M. For n g N write G n s G . By volumer
estimating we obtain a constant c such that2
a i s 1, 2, . . . : n s n , B x , r ni l K / B F c 4 .i i t 2
 .for all t g G n and all n. Therefore, using the definition of J ,a, m
`
 .aqqbq« 1qqdiam B x , r . i i
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1qq n aqqbq« 1qq..iF 2rr r . 
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1qq n  bq« . n qaq« .i is 2rr r r . 
is1
`
q .aqqbq« 1qq n  bq« . ni iF 2rr r w B x , r .  . . i
is1
 .aqqbq« 1qq qF 2rr c . 1
=
`
n  bq« . q ni ir max p : t g G n , K l B x , r / B 4 .  . t i t i
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1qq q n bq« . qF 2rr c c r p .  1 2 t
nsm  .tgG n
`
 .aqqbq« 1qq bXq y < b < q n«5 5F 2rr c c r S p r .  1 2 min t t
nsm  .tgG n
 . y1aqqbq« 1qq q y < b < «F 2rr c c r C 1 y 1r2 . .  .1 2 min q
 .  .This shows, that Dim J F aq q b q q « 1 q q for all m g N and,a, m
 .  .hence, Dim J F aq q b q q « 1 q q . Since « ) 0 and q G 0 werea
  . 4arbitrary, Dim J F inf aq q b q : q G 0 .a
 .2. Let q - 0 and write b s b q . For x g J and r ) 0 choose
Ä .   ..  .t s t x, r g G such that x g K . Then w B x, r G w K G p .r t t  x, r . t  x, r .




 .aqqbq« 1yqdiam B x , r . i i
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1yq n  bq« . n qay« .i iF 2rr r r . 
is1
`
q .aqqbq« 1yq n  bq« . ni iF 2rr r w B x , r .  . . i
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1yq n  bq« . qi nF 2rr r p . i t  x , r .i
is1
`
 .aqqbq« 1yq n bq« . qF 2rr r p .   t
nsm Ä .tgG n
`
 .aqqbq« 1qq bXy < b < q n«5 5F 2rr r S p r .  min t t
nsm Ä .tgG n
 . y1aqqbq« 1qq y < b < «F 2rr r C 1 y 1r2 . .  .min q
 .  .This, again, shows that Dim J F aq q b q q « 1 y q for all m g Na, m
 .  .and, hence, Dim J F aq q b q q « 1 y q . Since « ) 0 and q - 0 werea
  .arbitrary, this, together with step 1, implies Dim J F inf aq q b q :a
4 U  .q g R s b a .
 . w x U  .ii If a f a , a , then b a s y`. Therefore there exists amin max
 .  .q g R such that aq q b q - 0. Let b s b q .
 .1. q G 0. Choose « ) 0 such that b s y aq q b q « q ) 0.
Assume there is an x g J . Then there is an n g N such thata 0
  n.. naq« .w B x, r G r for all n G n . Hence0
ryn b s r naqqbq« q.
s r nbr nqaq« .
qnb nF r w B x , r . .
F cq r nb max pq : t g G n , K l B x , r n / B 4 .  .1 t t
F cq r nb pq1 t
 .tgG n
q y < b < 5 X 5 b qF c r S p1 min t t
 .tgG n
F cqry< b <C .1 min q
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The last expression does not depend on n. This contradicts the fact that n
may be arbitrarily large.
2. The case q - 0 may be treated analogously.
 .  .  . miii Let B x , r , B x , r , . . . be a r packing of J. Then, analo-1 1 2 2
 .  .gous to i with q s 0, b s b 0 ,
`
bq«diam B x , r . i i
is1
`
bq« n  bq« .iF 2rr r . 
is1
`
bq« n  bq« . ni iF 2rr r 1 K l B x , r / B 4 .  .  t i
is1  .tgG n
`
bq« n bq« .F 2rr c r .  2
nsm  .tgG n
`
bq« bXy < b < n«5 5F 2rr c r S r .  2 min t
nsm  .tgG n
bq« y1y < b < «F 2rr c r C 1 y 1r2 . .  .2 min 0
Since the expression above is bounded independent of m, Dim J F
 .  .b 0 q « for all « ) 0, and hence Dim J F b 0 .
Remark. In the proof of the lemma above we only used the estimates
w B x , r n G r naq« . . .
in the case q G 0 and
w B x , r n F r nay« . . .
in the case q - 0. Since b is convex and b U is concave, we therefore
showed that
log w B x , r . .
UDim x g J: lim sup F a F b a . 5log rr x0
 .for a F a 0 and
log w B x , r . .
UDim x g J: lim inf G a F b a . 5log rr x0
 .for a G a 0 .
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For the lower bounds of the dimensions we need the following technical
w xlemma which is a generalization of Graf's result 7, 3.4 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the
strong open set condition. Then
log d x , ­ K w dx - ` .  .H q
for all q g R.
 .Proof. Write b s b q . By the strong open set condition there is an
Äy1 X . 5 5h g S# such that d s r dist K , ­ K ) 0. Write r s C S r -min h h min
Äy1 Äy1 w x  . nC - 1 and z s 1 y C c h . Then 0 - z - 1. Let G n s G andq q r
  .  . n 4  .G s t g G n : dist K , ­ K F r d . For s g G n thenn t
X y1 X X y1 nq1 Ä nq15 5 5 5 5 5S G C S S G C r C G rsh s h
and
Äy1 X5 5dist K , ­ K G dist K , ­ K G C S dist K , ­ K .  .  .sh sh s s h
Äy1 n nq1G C r d ) r d .
 .Hence t f G for all t g G n q 1 with t % sh. Therefore, by thenq1
 .definition of c and by Lemma 3.4 ii ,q
w x w x w xc t s c s y c t q q q
tgG  .tgG nq1 _Gnq1 nq1
t$s t%s
w x w xF c s y c tq q
 .tgG nq1
t%sh
w x w xs c s y c shq q
Äy1w x w x w xF c s y C c s c hq q q q
w xs zc s .q
 .For t g G there is a unique s g G n with t % s . Since K ; K wenq1 t s
have
dist K , ­ K F dist K , ­ K F r nq1d - r nd .  .s t
and hence s g G . Now we deriven
w x w x w xc t s c t F z c s   q q q




w x nc t F z . q
tgGn
 . n  .Let x g J with d x, ­ K F r d . Then there exists a s g G n with x g Ks
 . nand dist K , ­ K F r d , which means s g G and therefores n
y1 n w xp x g J: d x , ­ K F r d ; s . 4 . D
sgGn
By definition of w , henceq
w x : d x , ­ K F r nd F z n , 4 .q
which implies the assertion.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying
 .the strong open set condition. If q g R, then w K l K s 0 for allq s t
 . w xs , t g S# with s t t and t t s and w K s c t for all t g S#.q t q
LEMMA 4.4. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then:
 .  . 5 X 5  .i lim 1rn log S s l q for c -almost all s g S.nª` s < n q
 .  .  .ii lim 1rn log p s h q for c -almost all s g S.nª` s < n q
 .Proof. i Let s g S. Then
X X Xy1 n5 5 5 5C S F S p T s F S . . .s < n s < n s < n
 . 5 X 5  . < X   n .. <Hence, lim 1rn log S exists iff lim 1rn log S p T s ex-nª` s < n nª` s < n
ists, and in this case both values coincide. By the product rule,
X X X Xn 2 nS p T s s S p Ts S p T s ??? S p T s . .  .  .  . .  .  . .s < n s s s1 2 n
The ergodic theorem now implies
n1 1
X Xn klog S p T s s log S p T s ª l q .  .  . .  .s < n s kn n ks1
for m -almost all s g S.q
 .  .  .ii The proof of ii is analogous to the proof of i .
LEMMA 4.5. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the
strong open set condition. For w -almost all x g J,q
 .    .. .  .i lim log w B x, r rlog r s a q andr x 0
 .    .. .  .  .ii lim log w B x, r rlog r s qa q q b q hold.r x 0 q
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Ä . <  .Proof. For r ) 0 and s g S choose k s such that s k s g G .r r r
  . .Then K ; B p s , r . Therefores < k s .r
log w Klog w B p s , r . . .  .s < k s .rF
log r log r
log ps < k s .rF
X Ä5 5log S q log diam K q log Cs < k s .y1r
log p k s .s < k s . rrs
X Äk s 5 5 . log S q log diam K q log Cr s < k s .y1r
and hence
log w B p s , r . . .
lim sup F a q .
log rr x0
for c -almost all s g S and, since w s c (py1,q
log w B x , r . .
lim sup F a q .
log rr x0
for w -almost all x g J.q
Analogously, since
< y1 q 5 X 5 b q.w xw K s c s k G C p S , .q s < k q q s < k s < k
we get
log w B p s , r . . .q
lim sup
log rr x0
y1 5 X 5log C q q log p q b q log S .q s < k s . s < k s .r rF lim sup
X Ä5 5log S q log diam K q log Cr x0 s < k s .y1r
s qa q q b q .  .
for c -almost all s g S andq
log w B x , r . .q
lim sup F qa q q b q .  .
log rr x0
for w -almost all x g J.q
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To get the opposite estimates define functions d byk
d s s d p s , ­ K . .  . .k s < k
By self-conformality
k Äy1 X k5 5d s s d S p T s , S ­ K G C S d T s . .  .  .  . . .k s < k s < k s < k 0
Ä  .For 0 - r - diam K and s g S choose k s such thatr
d s F r - d s . .  .Ä Äk s .q1 k s .r r
Ä .  .The strong open set condition Lemma 4.2 implies k s - ` for c -al-r q
  . .most all s g S. By definition of d , B p s , r ; K . We obtainÄk s < k s .r
hence
log w B p s , r . . .
log r
log w K .Äs < k s .rG
log r
log p Äs < k s .rG
log d s .Äk s .q1r
log p Äs < k s .rG ÄX k s .q1rÄ 5 5ylog C q log S q log d T s .Äs < k s .q1 0r
Älog p k s .Äs < k s . rrs ÄX k s .q1rÄ Ä 5 5k s . ylog C q log S q log d T s .Är s < k s .q1 0r
and, since log d is integrable,0
log w B p s , r . . .
lim inf G a q .
log rr x0
for c -almost all s g S andq
log w B x , r . .
lim inf G a q .
log rr x0
for w -almost all x g J.q
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Analogously,
log w B p s , r . . .q
lim inf G qa q q b q .  .
log rr x0
for c -almost all s g S andq
log w B x , r . .q
lim inf G qa q q b q .  .
log rr x0
for w -almost all x g J.q
COROLLARY 4.6. If the conformal iterated function system I satisfies the
strong open set condition, then
dim J G qa q q b q .  .a q.
for all q g R.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5,
log w B x , r . .
lim s a q for w -almost all x g J. . qlog rr x0
 .Therefore, w J s 1. On the other hand,q a q.
log w B x , r . .q
lim s qa q q b q for w -almost all x g J. .  . qlog rr x0
This means, w is a measure concentrated on J with local dimensionq a q.
 .  .  .  .qa q q b q . Hence dim J G qa q q b q .a q.
 .THEOREM 4.7. Let I s S , . . . , S ; p , . . . , p be a conformal iterated1 N 1 N
function system satisfying the strong open set condition.
Case 1. a s a s D. Thenmin max
dim J s Dim J s dim J s Dim J s DD D
and J s B for all a / D.a
Case 2. a - a .min max
 . U  .  .i dim J s Dim J s b a for a g a , a .a a min max
 . w xii J s B for a f a , a .a min max
 .  . U  .iii dim J s Dim J s dim J s b 0 s max b a .a 0. a
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Proof.
 . X .  .Case 1. Here a q s yb q s D for all q g R. Since b 1 s 0 we
 .  .obtain b q s D 1 y q . The assertion now follows by Lemma 4.1 and
Corollary 4.6
 . XCase 2. i Since b is differentiable and convex, a s yb is continu-
 .ous and nonincreasing. Therefore, for all a g a , a there is amin max
 .unique q g R with a s a q . Hence, by Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.6,
b U a s qa q q b q F dim J F Dim J F b U a .  .  .  .a q. a q.
 .  .for all a g a , a , and equality must hold for all a g a , a .min max min max
 .This shows i .
 .  .  .  .  .ii follows by Lemma 4.1 ii , and iii follows by i and Lemma 4.1 iii .
5. GENERALIZED DIMENSIONS
For a probability measure n on M the generalized dimensions are
defined by
qy11 log Hn B x , r n dx .  .
D n s lim .q q y 1 log rr x0
for q / 1,
H log n B x , r n dx .  .
D n s lim , .1 log rr x0
and
log sup n B x , r . .x
D n s lim .` log rr x0
if the limits exist. Taking upper, resp. lower, limits we get the upper, resp.
lower, generalized dimensions.
We will now compute the generalized dimensions for the self-conformal
measure w associated to a conformal iterated function system I.
LEMMA 5.1. Let I be a conformal iterated function system. Then
b q .
D w s .q 1 y q
for all q ) 1.
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 .Proof. Let b s b q . Since q ) 1, b - 0. For r ) 0 and A ; M define
 .  .the parallel set B A, r s D B x, r . By volume estimating one canx g A
show that there is a constant c such thatÄ1
a h g G : K l B K , r / B F c . 4 Är h t 1
for all r ) 0 and all t g G . Hencer
w B x , r F c max p : K l B K , r / B, h g G .  . .  4Ä1 h h t r
for all x g K and t g G . This impliest r
qy1br w B x , r w dx .  . .H
qy1bs r w B p s , r c ds .  . . .H
qy1bF r w B p s , r c ds .  . . . H
w xttgGr
F cqy1r b p max pqy1 : K l B K , r / B, h g G .Ä  41 t h h t r
tgGr
F cqy1r b max pq : K l B K , r / B, h g G . 4Ä q h h t r
tgGr
F cqr b pqÄ 1 h
hgGr
q q 5 X 5 bF c p SÄ 1 h h
hgGr
F cqCÄ1 q
for all r ) 0. Hence,
qy11 log Hw B x , r w dx b .  . .
lim inf G .
q y 1 log r 1 y qr x0
ÄTo get the opposite estimate we use the fact that if t g G and x g K ,r t
 .then K ; B x, r . By this,t
qy1br w B x , r w dx .  . .H
qy1bs r w B p s , r c dx .  . . . H
w xtÄtgGr
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qbG r w K . t
ÄtgGr
b bXyb b qÄ 5 5G r C diam K p S . min t t
ÄtgGr
byb b y1ÄG r C diam K C .min q
and, consequently,
qy11 log Hw B x , r w dx b .  . .
lim sup F .
q y 1 log r 1 y qr x0
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 5.2. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the
strong open set condition. Then
b q .
D w s .q 1 y q
for all q - 1.
 .Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we get, with b s b q ) 0,
qy1br w B x , r w dx .  . .H
qy1bs r w B p s , r c dx .  . . . H
w xtÄtgGr
qbF r w K . t
ÄtgGr
b bXyb b qÄ 5 5F r C diam K p S . min t t
ÄtgGr
byb bÄF r C diam K C .min q
and, hence,
qy11 log Hw B x , r w dx b .  . .
lim sup F .
q y 1 log r 1 y qr x0
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Let d ) 0 be such that
a s w y g K : d y , ­ K ) d ) 0. 4 .
Such a d exists by the strong open set condition. Since
w x g K : d x , ­ K ) r 4 .t t
s p w Sy1 x : x g K , d x , ­ K ) r .  . 4t t t t
s p w y g K : d S y , S ­ K ) r 4 .  . .t t t
Ä X y15 5G p w y g K : d y , ­ K ) C S r . 4t t
G p w y g K : d y , ­ K ) d 4 .t
s p at
for all t g G , we getÄr Crd r .min
qy1br w B x , r w dx .  . .H
qy1bG r w B x , r w dx .  . . H
  . 4xgK : d x , ­ K )rt ttgG ÄrCrd r .min
qy1bG r w K w dx .  . H t
  . 4xgK : d x , ­ K )rt ttgG ÄrCrd r .min
s r b pqy1w x g K : d x , ­ K ) r 4 . t t t
tgG ÄrCrd r .min
G r b pqa t
tgG ÄrCrd r .min
b b Äyb q X b5 5G r d C a p Smin t t
tgG ÄrCrd r .min
b b Äyb y1G r d C aC .min q
This shows the opposite estimate,
qy11 log Hw B x , r w dx b .  . .
lim inf G .
q y 1 log r 1 y qr x0
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LEMMA 5.3. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the
 .  . X .strong open set condition. Then D w s a 1 s yb 1 .1
Ä Ä 4Proof. Let r - min 1r2, C diam K and t g G . Thenr
rrminX5 5S Gt ÄC diam K
and
X Ä5 5log S log r r C diam K . .t minF 1 q
log r log r
Älog r r C diam K . .minF 1 q .
log 1r2 .
 .Further, since K ; B x, r for all x g K ,t t
log w B x , r log p . . tF
log r log r
5 X 5log p log St ts X5 5log S log rt
< < 5 X 5t log p log Smin tF
< <t log r log rmax
Älog p log r r C diam K . .min minF 1 q /log r log 1r2 .max
   ..for all x g K . That means, for r sufficiently small, log w B x, r rlog rt
is bounded independent of x g J. By Lemma 4.5 this expression tends to
 .a 1 for w-almost all x g J. Therefore,
log w B x , r . .
lim w dx .H log rr x0
log w B x , r . .
s lim c ds .H log rr x0
s a 1 , .
which completes the proof.
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LEMMA 5.4. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the
 .strong open set condition. Then D w s a .` min
w xProof. By 17, 2.9
log sup w B x , r log w B x , r .  . .  .x
lim D w F lim inf F inf lim inf .q log r log rqª` qª` x r x0
and
log sup w B x , r log w b x , r .  . .  .x
lim sup F inf lim sup .
log r log rxqª` r x0
 .By Lemma 5.1, lim D w s a . On the other hand, for each q g Rq ª` q min
there is an x g J , i.e., an x satisfyinga q.
log w B x , r . .
lim inf s a q . .
log rr x0
 .Hence, D w s a .` min
Summarizing the results of this section we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.5. Let I be a conformal iterated function system satisfying
the strong open set condition and let w be the corresponding self-conformal
measure. Then:
 .  .   ..  .  4i D w s b q r 1 y q for all q g R _ 1 .q
 .  .  .  .ii D w s lim D w s a 1 .1 q ª 1 q
 .  .  .iii D w s lim D w s a .` q ª` q min
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